
Item number: 536.99.5001.9

EAN: 5703347965906

€ 724,80

Ventmex Basic Wireless kit

In virtually all new homes, extraction from extractor hoods, baths

and possibly utility room, today connected to a central heat

recovery system in the home, which sucks uniformly in all rooms

around the clock. THERMEX Ventmex, has been developed in

collaboration with the Institute of Technology, and it boosts the

heat recovery system when you switch on the hood. At the same

time, valves in the bath and possibly brewed to a minimum, so that

the suction is strengthened and concentrated in the hood during

cooking. When the hood is switched off, valves in the bath reopen

and possibly utility room. Setting basic ventilation is done easily

using THERMEX App.
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Item number: 536.99.5000.9

EAN: 5703347965890

€ 503,03

Ventmex Basic Wired kit

In virtually all new homes, extraction from the bath hood and

possibly utility room, today connected to a central heat recovery

system in the home, which sucks uniformly in all rooms around the

clock. THERMEX Ventmex, has been developed in collaboration

with the Institute of Technology, and it boosts the heat recovery

system when you switch on the hood. At the same time, valves in

the bath and possibly brewed to a minimum, so that the suction is

strengthened and concentrated in the hood during cooking. When

the hood is switched off, the valves in the bath reopen and

possibly utility room. Setting basic ventilation is done easily using

THERMEX App.
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Item number: 536.99.5000.9

EAN: 5703347965890

€ 503,03

Ventmex Basic Wired kit
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